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Effects of an impurity in the Harper model
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Abstract

The effects of one impurity in the spectrum of the Harper equation is studied. The results indicate that the spectral
changes by reducing the clustering tendency of the energy levels, and a reduction of the fractal dimension of the sp
observed. This can be explained as an induced transition in the localization, since many localized states appear a
original spectrum, as a consequence of the self-similar structure of the spectrum.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

After the discovery of quasicrystals [1], the spe
trum of quasiperiodic Hamiltonians has been the
cus of a very active research in order to understand
electronic properties of quasiperiodic potentials
8]. In particular, the Harper model has been a v
useful tool to investigate the transition from localiz
to extended eigenstates, as the spectrum pass
pure point to continuous [2,9,10]. Between both lim
there is a new type of spectrum which is known as s
gular continuous and is a fractal like set [9]. The cor
sponding eigenstates are called critical and show s
similar properties. Other systems, like the Fibona
chain, share many of these characteristics [3]. H
ever, until now, many of the properties predicted
these kind of models are not observed in most of
real systems like quasicrystals [11]. Here we inv
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tigate the effect of disorder in a fractal spectrum
a possible explanation for this fact, since we obse
that the effect of disorder is much bigger than in a r
dom or periodic system. To do this, we first calcul
the statistical distribution of energy levels. This fie
has been very active in the last years [12–14]. N
is well established that in disordered insulators,
eigenstates of the Schrödinger equation are locali
and the distribution of energy-levels spacing follo
a Poisson statistics [12], due to the space localiza
of the eigenfunctions. Disordered metals present
tended states with a correlation between levels, s
there is a repulsion between them. These system
characterized by the Wigner distribution, which also
observed in quantum systems that show chaotic c
sical dynamics [12]. In systems with a singular co
tinuous spectrum, a new type of spectral statistics
been found [15], since Machida et al. observed t
for certain parameters of the Harper equation, the
tribution of level spacings follows an inverse pow
law [15]. This tendency was explained as a level cl
hts reserved.
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tering [16]. More recently, it has been argued that
clustering regimen of the distribution of level spacin
was an artifice of an inappropriate way of making
unfolding [17].

Another parameter which serves to characte
the spectrum, specially for the case of fractal
Cantor like spectrums, is the fractal dimension
the set, and the corresponding distribution of sca
exponents. A system with extended states an
continuous spectrum has fractal dimension one, w
a random system in one dimension has a pure p
spectrum with fractal dimension zero [11]. A singu
continuous spectrum has a fractal dimension betw
zero and one. Our numerical results show that
local disorder reduces the fractal dimension, and
tendency for clustering is reduced. This effect can
understood as a consequence of the fractal struc
of the unperturbed spectrum, that produces locali
states in a self-similar way. The layout of this Let
is as follows, in Section 2 we define the proble
and the various statistical measures that we cons
In Section 3 we give a possible explanation for
observed results, and in Section 4 the conclusions
given.

2. Spectral properties of the Harper model with
an impurity

In this Letter, we will consider the problem of
substitutional impurity inside a Harper chain,

Eψn = 2λcos(2πσn+ ν)ψn

(1)+ψn+1 +ψn−1 + εδn,lψn,

whereψn is the wave-function of energyE at siten,
and ν = 0. The impurity is on sitel of the chain,
with self-energyε. We can treat the impurity as
perturbation of the original chain, in the sense that
Hamiltonian can be subdivided as,

(2)H =H0 + εHl,l,

whereH0 is the Hamiltonian of the Harper mode
while Hl,l is the local perturbation at sitel, given
by Hi,j = δilδj l . If ε = 0, we recover the Harpe
equation. In this unperturbed equation, whenσ is
irrational, the spectrum is continuous forλ < 1, pure
points forλ > 1 and singular continuous whenλ= 1
[2,9].
To do the gap statistics, we define an integra
level-spacing distribution as follows [16],

(3)pint(G)=
∞∫
G

p
(
G′ )dG′

whose derivative,p(G) = −dpint(G)/dG determines
the probability density of gapsG. The gaps are ob
tained numerically using the transfer matrixM(E,n)

that we define below. We write Eq. (1) as,(
ψn+1
ψn

)
= M(E,n)

(
ψn

ψn−1

)
,

where

M(E,n)=
(
E − 2λcos(2πnσ + υ) −1

1 0

)
.

The irrational numberσ is approximated by succe
sive rational convergent to the continued fraction
pansion ofσ . Forσ = P/Q, the Harper potential ha
periodQ. In such a case, we analyze the matrix pr
uct of only one period,

MQ(E,n)=
Q−1∏
n=0

Mn(E,n)

that corresponds to the unit cell of the supercrys
Due to the periodicity of this supercrystal, the Blo
theorem shows that the allowed values of the ener
are those which satisfy|trMQ(E,n)| � 2, from which
one obtains the spectrum of the system. In this Le
we consider thatσ is the golden mean(

√
5 − 1)/2,

and thus the rational approximants are given by
ratio of successive Fibonacci numbers. Fig. 1 sho
the statistics of a chain with the approximantσ =
375/610, which corresponds to 610 sites in the u
cell of the supercrystal, withλ = 1. In the same
figure, we illustrate the effect of one impurity at t
middle of the chain, with different values ofε. As ε
raises, the curve starts to change its behavior, sinc
inverse power law is not longer valid at all parts
the spectrum. For the chain without impurities,Pint ≈
G−1/2 and p(G) ≈ G−1.5, and thus the statistica
distribution of gaps follows an inverse power la
of the typeP(s) ≈ s−β when λ = 1. As impurities
are added, the probability of small gaps decrea
Locally, this effect can be thought as a reduction
the exponentβ . The decreasing probability of sma
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Fig. 1. Integrated distribution of gaps as a function of the g
sizes. The solid line corresponds to the Harper equation wit
an impurity. With thin dots, dashed lines and dots the respec
statistics of chains withε = 1.5,5 and 10 are shown.

spacings with respect to the original chain, indica
a reduction in the clustering of levels, since t
conditional probability (µ(x)) of finding a level in
[x, x + dx], if there is a level atx, goes as [16]
µ(x) = (β − 1)x−1. If β is reduced from 1.5, this
conditional probability is diminished. This means th
the spectrum tends to recover the Poisson case, w
corresponds to independent level positions sincµ
tends to be constant.

Another tool for studying the spectrum, is the m
tifractal analysis, which allows to determine the sc
ing properties of a set. In a pure fractal, as, for exa
ple, in the two-thirds Cantor set, there is only one sc
ing exponent. A multifractal has more than one scal
exponent (that we denote byα), and the distribution o
these exponents is a very useful tool to determine
fractal dimension, the maximum and minimum exp
nents and the information dimension [18] of the s
To obtain this distribution, we use the tools of mul
fractal analysis. First we denote the bandwidth of
ith band of the spectrum by!Ei . Each band contain
the same measure or density of states 1/N(Q), where
N(Q) is the number of bands for a given lengthQ of
the chain. A partition functionτ (q) is defined by [19],

ΓQ(q, τ )=
N(Q)∑
i=1

(
1

N(Q)

)q( 1

!Ei

)τ

.

Fig. 2. Distribution of scaling exponentsf (α) for the pure Harper
model (solid line) and the same model with an impurity withε = 2.

This function has a limit whenl goes to infinity, which
is either zero or infinity, unlessτ and q are chosen
in an appropriate way [19] such thatΓl(q, τ ) = 1.
This condition determines a functionτ (q). The fractal
dimension for a set of points with the scalingα, is
obtained by a Legendre transformation of the partit
function,

f (α)= −τ (q)+ αq,

where α = dτ(q)/dq . The maximum value of this
curve is the Hausdorff dimension (df ) and gives the
fractal dimensiondf of the spectrum [18]. In Fig. 2
we plotf (α) for the Harper model with and withou
an impurity forε = 2 andλ = 1. For the unperturbe
case, the curve is similar to the one obtained
Tang et al. [20], anddf is equal to 0.5 as observed
previously [20]. When the impurity is added,df is
0.46 for ε = 2. This means that the spectrum is mo
point-like than in the Harper case. For a periodic cha
this effect is not observed (since the bandwidth of
unique band remains nearly equal when the impu
is added), and the same can be said in the cas
a pure point spectrum (df is non-negative). Observ
that the maximum exponent present in the pertur
system is lower than in the pure Harper system. T
opposite is true for the minimum exponent: disord
shifts the exponent to lower values. As a result, o
can conclude that the bands reduce their bandwi
at all the scales.
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3. Apparition of localized states inside the spectral
gaps

Since the spectral statistics and the distribution
scaling exponents are related to the localization of
wave-functions, the changes observed are related
the localization of states. This is illustrated in Fig.
where the inverse participation ratio (IPR), defined

IPR=
q−1∑
n=1

|ψn|4

is shown for a chain of 1597 sites withλ = 1.0.
Observe that we choose the IPR for determin
localization in favor of the Lyapunov coefficients, d
to the inherent problems in detecting localization w
such method, as showed by the author in a prev
work [21]. A bigger IPR means more localization, a
in the figure it can be seen that in the chain with
impurity there are many states that are much m
localized than in the unperturbed chain.

We can understand this effect as follows: in
chain where all the self-energies are equal, an impu
produces a localized state outside the band. This fa
a consequence of the Rayleigh condition that satis
an impurity mode for any system [22],

(4)G0(E, l, l)= 1

ε
,

whereG0(E, l, l) is the Green function of the unpe
turbed chain at the perturbed sitel, defined as,

(5)G0(E, l, l)=
∑
n

ψl(En)ψ
∗
l (En)

E + iη−En

andEn is an eigenvalue of the non-perturbed Ham
tonianH0, andη is a small imaginary number.

The Rayleigh equation can only be satisfied wh
G0(E, l, l) has no imaginary part, which correspon
to energies that are spectral gaps [22]. In the pre
case,G0(E, l, l) is the Green function of the Harpe
model evaluated in the impurity site. However, f
the singular continuous spectrum, the distribut
of gaps is self-similar [23], thus, if we produce
localized state inside a gap at a certain scale,
will produce other localized states at different sca
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the real p
of the Green function of the unperturbed chain
shown. The horizontal line corresponds to the l
Fig. 3. Enlarged view of the lowest part of the IPR for a Harper ch
of 1597 sites,λ = 1.0 andε = 15. In squares (circles), the IPR o
the Harper equation without (with) an impurity. Eigenstates wit
bigger IPR are more localized.

1/ε. An impurity mode appears at the intersect
of both functions. Notice that the Green functi
is self-similar as a consequence of the self-sim
structure of the spectrum and the corresponding w
functions [24]. The scaling of the Rayleigh conditio
is more clearly seen if we assume thatG0(E, l, l) has
a certain scaling in the sense that after a chang
scaleδ in the energy, the Green function is scaled a

G0(δE, l, l)= δγ (E)G0(E, l, l),

whereγ (E) is an scaling exponent. Observe thatγ (E)

depends onE, since the spectrum is a multi-fracta
with a certain distribution of scaling exponents. Th
if in a certain scale the Rayleigh condition is valid f
an energyEc, for an energy given byEc1 = δ−γ (Ec)Ec

the condition is also satisfied since,

G0
(
δ−γ (Ec)Ec, l, l

) = (
δ−γ (Ec)

)γ (Ec)G0(Ec, l, l)= 1

ε
.

The same argument can be applied again at diffe
scales, and many impurity modes would appear at
energiesEc,m = δ−mγ (Ec)Ec, wherem is an integer.

As usual, impurity modes are formed at the expe
of the original spectrum, since the local density
states at siten of the perturbed system (ρn(E)) is
related with the unperturbed density (ρ0

n(E)) by [22],

ρn(E)= ρ0
n(E)− ε

Im G0(E,n, l)G0(E, l, n)
.

π 1− εG0(E, l, l)
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Fig. 4. Enlarged section of the integrated density of states of
Harper equation (solid line) and the same with an impurityε = 15
(dots) for a chain with 1597 sites.

Using this fact, and by observing that the total num
of states remains constant, one can conclude
the width of each band is reduced, as observed
the previous section from the distribution of scali
exponents. In general, the reduction of the bandw
is related with the fact that the states are m
localized, since the bandwidth depends on the ove
of the wave-function at the end of the unit c
considered [21].

In a finite lattice, with a fixed boundary conditio
the effect consists in a displacement of the eigenva
toward the gaps. As an example, in Fig. 4 a sm
portion of the integrated density of states of a Har
chain (obtained from diagonalization) is compar
with a perturbed chain with an impurityε = 15. As it
can be seen, there is a displacement of the eigenva
at all the scales.

The same result can be observed using the tran
matrix formalism. In Figs. 5 and 6, we show th
allowed bands as a function of the parameterλ. As
it can be seen, there is a reduction in the bandwi
which is achieved by a fragmentation of the bands

Notice that the arguments given in this Letter
the self-similar generation of impurity states depe
only in the self-similar nature of the Green functio
Thus, one can expect this conclusion to be gen
for other quasiperiodic potentials. For example, s
ilar observations of a localization transition due to
s

Fig. 5. Allowed bands as a function ofλ of the Harper chain for an
approximant of 310 sites.

Fig. 6. Allowed bands as a function ofλ of the Harper chain with an
impurity ε = 10 at the middle of the chain.

impurity were made in a previous work for a diffe
ent quasiperiodic system: the Fibonacci chain [2
Furthermore, in that paper it was discussed how
fixed boundary conditions produce effects at all sca
since each fixed end of a chain can be seen a
impurity, and also some resonant eigenstates w
found [25]. Similar effects have been also obser
in the study of the statistical properties of resonan
in open quasiperiodic systems [26,27], where ther
a strong analogy to the present work. In Refs. [
27], the quasiperiodic systems were opened by in
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Fig. 7. Amplification of the real part of the Green function at t
impurity site for a chain withQ = 144 sites, and the function 1/ε
for ε = 2.

ducing an impurity (by adding an imaginary part
the on-site potential) at the leads of a finite Har
and Fibonacci chains. As a result, the Hamiltonian
comes non-Hermitian and the eigenvalues move to
complex part gaining an imaginary part (the resona
widthΓ ). The resulting probability distribution of res
onance widths (P(Γ )) follows a power law as a func
tion of the widthP(Γ )≈ Γ −α , i.e., small resonance
widths are more frequent. Since the resonance w
is inverse proportional to the mean life-time(τ ) of
a state due to the Heisenberg principle, one exp
more states with highτ . States of this type are loca
excitations that do not decay very fast, and thus
excitations remain inside the chain for a certain per
of time, so they tend to be more localized than n
perturbed states. As can be seen, the observed a
dance of these states is in agreement with the re
found in this Letter.

4. Conclusion

We have studied the Harper chain with a local p
turbation, and it was found that the spectral statis
changes by reducing the tendency for clustering
served in the case of a singular continuous spectr
Also, the fractal dimension of the spectrum and
bandwidths are reduced, as is deduced from the di
-

bution of scaling exponents. These changes are du
the apparition of localized impurity modes all over t
gaps, which are distributed in a self-similar way. Oth
quasiperiodic systems follow this behavior, and thu
seems plausible to be a general feature of self-sim
spectrums.
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